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ABSTRACT

Context: Technical excellence is a nebulous term in agile software development. This vagueness is risky because it may lead to misunderstandings and to agile implementations that may overlook a key principle of agile development.

Objective: This study investigates how agile practitioners interpret the concept of technical excellence brought up in Principle 9 of the Agile manifesto. Moreover, we investigate how agile practitioners put the concept into practice and what conditions facilitate putting technical excellence into practice.

Methods: We conducted semi-structured interviews with twenty agile practitioners, coded the data inductively, and performed two sessions to validate the emerging findings.

Results: We find that technical excellence is first and foremost a mindset that is underpinned by continuous attention to sustainable code, continuous learning, and teamwork. Fostering technical excellence requires the adoption of design and development practices, such as continuous architecting, and is supported by continuous learning. We also identify three enabling conditions for technical excellence: Leadership support, customer buy-in, and psychological safety. These enablers provide teams with leeway to nurture their pursuit of technical excellence.

Conclusion: Our findings highlight the key role of people-based strategies in promoting technical excellence in agile software development. They show that the attainment of technical excellence does not only involve technical practices. On the contrary, it relies on social and organizational support and, most importantly, a mindset.

1. Introduction

Agile software development methods such as Scrum and XP are now widely adopted in the industry [1,2]. These methods aim at improving a software development team’s agility (i.e., its ability to create and respond to change) by relying on iterative development, self-organizing teams, craftsmanship, and processes that are light and maneuverable but provide sufficient coordination for project behaviors [1,3–5].

At the heart of the agile movement are twelve principles outlined in the Agile Manifesto [6]. For example, Principle 1, “Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable software.” [6], emphasizes satisfying the customer through continuous software delivery, while Principle 2, “Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness change for the customer’s competitive advantage”. [6], welcomes changing requirements [6]. One common criticism of these principles is that they are too vague [2,7], which may lead to two undesired outcomes. First, teams may use agile methods without sufficiently understanding the manifesto’s underlying values and principles, believing that the mere adoption of recommended practices enhances agility [2]. Second, different agile practitioners1 may mean different things when they refer to agile and its principles. This may lead to misunderstandings and even to poor implementations of agile methods [2]. Therefore, an important task for teams is to establish a shared understanding of agile principles early in the development process [7]. In a similar vein, as Dingsøyr et al. [8] concluded in their review of the agile software development literature, an important mission for research is to clarify the “core” of agile values and principles [5].

Principle 9:
“Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility”. [6]
Following these calls to clarify key agile principles, this paper focuses on Principle 9 (stated above), which emphasizes technical excellence and good design. A focus on Principle 9 is relevant for three reasons. First, even though technical excellence and good design are often seen as critical issues in agile development [4,9], the terms are not defined in the Manifesto. This leaves agile practitioners with substantial room to interpret what technical excellence means and how it can be achieved. Second, while software engineering research has explored many issues related to agile development [8], there is surprisingly little work on technical excellence. Existing work is either practitioner literature (e.g., [10–12]) or not empirically founded (e.g., [13]). Thus there is limited knowledge not only about the interpretations of technical excellence among agile practitioners but also about the practices that developers and teams can rely on to achieve technical excellence and about the organizational conditions that support teams in their quest for technical excellence. Third, while other principles (e.g., welcome changing requirements) denoted a significant departure from the plan-based methods advocated before the agile movement, issues of design and excellence have also been a cornerstone of plan-based software development [14]. Indeed vast bodies of research on software architecture [15] and process improvement [16,17] have focused on issues of design and excellence. Against this backdrop, our focus on Principle 9 promises insights into the specific understanding of technical excellence and good design that have emerged in the agile practitioner community. We address the following research questions:

**RQ1:** How do agile practitioners interpret Principle 9 of the agile manifesto?

**RQ2:** Through which practices does agile software development and their teams foster technical excellence?

**RQ3:** What are the enabling conditions for technical excellence in agile software development teams?

We find that agile practitioners interpret technical excellence as a mindset that emphasizes continuous attention to sustainable code, to learning, and to teamwork. This mindset underpins the design and development practices that aim at achieving technical excellence and the continuous learning practices that help improve design and development practices. Key enabling conditions are leadership support, customer buy-in, and psychological safety, all of which provide leeway for developers to invest time in architecting and learning. Based on these findings, we propose guidelines for developers, teams, and organizations to operationalize the term technical excellence, put it into practice, and create conditions that enable teams to cater for technical excellence.

Our paper makes several contributions. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to trace current industry practices back to Principle 9 of the agile manifesto. It establishes a chain of reasoning from a practitioner perspective and consequent implications, going beyond existing work on technical excellence that is either practitioner literature [10–12] or not empirical [13]. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to examine enabling conditions for technical excellence. Our paper also extends research on software architecture and process improvement, which has rarely looked at the interaction of architecting and process improvement practices and on the role of mindsets. Our study shows how architecting and process improvement work together for technical excellence and how a mindset can enable teams to care about technical excellence, even without formal processes and dedicated architects. An earlier version of this work [18] examined technical excellence focusing on RQ1 and RQ2. This extended version adds RQ3 with a revised analysis of RQ1 and RQ2 and enhanced presentation of all RQs.

We present and contrast our contribution with the related work in Section 2. Section 3 presents the study design and analysis methods. Section 4 provides the key findings. We discuss our findings in relation to previous work in Section 5. Then, we propose potential implications on practice and research in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.

### 2. Background and related work

Our search of agile software development literature shows a mounting interest in various topics related to quality in agile, but the term technical excellence is rarely used in the literature. The results of our search show no available work directly linked to Principle 9 of the manifesto. The available literature investigates various topics in isolation, such as pair programming (e.g., [19]), refactoring (e.g., [20]) and test-driven development (e.g., [21]). While these practices are popularized by agile implementations, they do not necessarily imply that agile teams pursue and sustain technical excellence.

Few literature streams are relevant to our work. While software craftsmanship is regarded as a feature of excellence, other streams such as quality in agile are connected to our work. In this review of related work, we present and discuss mainly software craftsmanship, software quality in agile and their relevance to our work, and the call for further work on technical excellence; then we briefly discuss how software architecture and software process improvement relate to technical excellence.

#### 2.1. Software craftsmanship

An important fact is that people write software. As discussed by Pyritz [13], an excellent architecture, model, or process cannot, in itself, produce high-quality software — this work requires highly skilled software craftsmen who create with skill and dexterity. The craft of software transcends the technology curve; technologies will come and go, but the essential skills and wisdom of craftsmen maintain their value. Therefore, to sustain technical excellence, older craftsmen must be enlisted as mentors to pass down their wisdom, insight, and experience to younger talent [13].

#### 2.2. Quality in agile software development

Although software quality does not necessarily equate technical excellence, it is one of the outcomes of being technically excellent. Arcos-Medina and Mauricio conducted a systematic review of the agile literature on quality. They identified a catalog of factors, agile practices, and metrics that influence quality in agile methods [22]. Five critical success factors were proposed: teamwork practices, engineering practices, management practices, documentation practices, and testing practices. However, in most studies identified in this review, quality was not the primary topic of investigation. This literature study shows that more empirical work is needed to investigate perceptions of agile quality-related principles and practices and their correlation with achieving quality.

Timperi [20] discusses several engineering practices used by agile teams to assure quality, such as inspections, pair programming, test-driven development, coding standards, collective code ownership, and refactoring [20]. The study concludes that agile methods pay particular attention to validation while de-emphasizing verification. The author argues that this is problematic and recommends several quality assurance practices dedicated to verification and validation. Dingsoyr et al. [8] investigated the guidelines, principles, conventions, and other aspects concerning code quality that are known by developers in agile software development. They found that code comprehensibility and readability were often named first and most often by developers. Other mechanisms for code quality included structured naming, and detecting code smells (e.g., duplication, wrong abstraction, wrong naming, missing tests, side effects, a high number of parameters, noise, and cycles) [8].

Prechelt et al. propose “quality experience” [23], which is a quality assurance and deployment “mode” adopted by agile teams without the need for dedicated testers. This practice is characterized by three traits: (1) the team “feels fully responsible for the quality of their software”; (2) the team “receives feedback about this quality, in particular the
quality of their recent changes, that is fast (available early), direct (not be intermediated), realistic (coming from non-artificial settings); and (3) rapidly repairs deficiencies when they occur” [23]. This work shows that quality in agile teams is assured by a combination of technical and non-technical factors [23].

While the interest of researchers is expected to remain focused on quality as it is a highly sought outcome by the adoption of agile methods, an intriguing question is how quality differs from technical excellence. As a matter of fact, both encapsulate a set of practices and enablers, but software quality is steered more towards an outcome (e.g., free of bugs, maintainability, etc.) and technical excellence as our findings show is an outcome (e.g., sustainable code and a long term investment in technical decisions) and also a mindset. We contend that technical excellence contributes to quality, but has far reaching objectives. It intends to achieve and maintain long lasting technical qualities by promoting a growth and continuous improvement mindset and sustaining continuous learning.

2.3. The need to define “technical excellence” in agile

Tripp and Armstrong [24] identified three factors of motivation for adopting agile. These were the motivation to improve software quality, the motivation to improve efficiency, and the motivation to improve effectiveness. The quality factor included the motives of enhancing quality, improving engineering disciplines, and enhancing maintainability. The efficiency factor included motives of increasing productivity, accelerating time to market, and reducing costs. The effectiveness factor included the motives of enhancing the ability to manage changing priorities and improving alignment between IT and business objectives [24]. If the growing interest in agile is partly driven by achieving quality, then how does the agile manifesto advocate for quality and excellence? In addition, recent reviews of the literature [25,26] show limited interest on the topic of quality in agile. Since agile influences the value system of software teams, there is a merit to evaluate how agile teams achieve quality and technical excellence. Agile advocates for establishing values, and norms in the development team. However, we still know little how the agile value system enables teams to deliver better software.

2.4. Software architecture and process improvement

Other streams of research related to this study are software architecture and process improvement and learning. Research on agile software architecture has suggested a number of lightweight formal techniques [27] compatible with agile development such as refactoring [28], including architects in agile teams [29], architecture backlogs, and runway teams (i.e., teams that only work technical backlog items as opposed to user stories) [30]. The latter two practices are responses to the often observed challenge that customers prioritize work on functional requirements (i.e., user stories) over work on technical requirements [30]. Still, it is unclear how this body of knowledge links to the notion of technical excellence in agile software development.

Earlier software engineering research has focused on software process improvement initiatives that used normative maturity models, such as the Capability Maturity Model Integrated. Key findings of this line of research are that software process improvement initiatives can enhance software quality [31], that the improvement can be partially explained by learning [31], and that the critical success factors for such initiative include sufficient time and resources, organizational support, employee empowerment, and training [16]. Recently, research has shifted attention to process improvement in agile software development. Findings of this stream include that improvement actions relate to team-level learning [32] and that engineers are satisfied with agile improvement processes because of the short cycle time, which allows quickly observing improved outcomes [33].

The available literature, thus far, is fragmented and aimed at investigating a particular aspect of technical excellence (e.g., software architecture, software quality, etc.) in isolation. We still need to understand technical excellence holistically and especially the interplay amongst the various constituents shaping it. In addition, historically, software structure and other related technical artifacts have been studied in silos, assuming that the team and its social setting have little influence on how the software structure comes about. Conversely, our work examines technical excellence from an engineering, a social, and an organizational perspective. While we do not claim that this work answers all questions, it is a modest step towards a better understanding of technical excellence from an agile perspective in its broader engineering, social, and organizational contexts.

3. Methods

Our methodological decisions are based on pragmatism as an epistemological stance. Pragmatism advocates that research should focus on “practical understandings” of real-world problems, and the generated knowledge should have impactful implications on practice [34]. Pragmatism calls for selecting methods based on relevance to the problem being studied rather than the researcher’s philosophical orientation [34]. We opted for a qualitative inquiry because we sought depth and breadth to further our understanding of the topic. In addition, we aimed to understand how technical excellence is achieved in practice to draw conclusions from practitioners’ experiences.

Our qualitative inquiry focused on capturing agile practitioners’ experiences. These experiences provided a depth of understanding about technical excellence in agile methods, which allowed deriving recommendations for implementing and fostering technical excellence. It is scientifically accepted and acknowledged that experience is a necessary and sufficient piece of knowledge in sciences [35]. Practitioners’ experience is relevant to investigate our research questions. We explicitly looked for participants who took actions to implement technical excellence in their respective teams, which permitted us to understand the world as others experience it.

To permit a degree of flexibility in our conversations, we employed semi-structured interviews. Our interview questions (Table 1) can be sorted into three categories: introductory questions, which eased interviewer and interviewee alike into the discussion; core questions, which focused on the main topic; and probing questions, which followed up on specific details.

Subject selection

We interviewed 20 agile practitioners who we recruited from LinkedIn, and whose software development experience ranged from six to thirty-one years. To construct our sample, we used the profile search feature using the term “agile” that yielded over five million profiles. From this list, we randomly selected profiles without setting parameters and then we verified the person’s suitability to participate in the study using the participant’s profile description, especially their job descriptions and titles. We aimed for participants with long experience in agile software development projects, with a background in software development, and with interest and experience in implementing technical excellence. We identified those subjects as eligible participants that had a minimum of five years of experience in agile software development, had started their careers as software developers, and actively participated in implementing and fostering technical excellence in their teams. We examined a large number of profiles. Ultimately, fifty qualified individuals were invited to participate in the study, twenty of whom accepted our invitation. Table 2 summarizes the demographics of the participants, wherein “Exp. in Sw. Industry” indicates the number of years the participant spent working in the software industry and “Exp. as Software Developer” shows the software development experience of the participants. Affiliation is the company each participant was working for at the time of the interview.
identified, suggesting a specific theme, a concept that organizes a group of our research questions. Once the responses were coded, patterns were detected and continued throughout the study. The interview transcripts were coded by examining the data line-by-line through the lens of learning practices). These activities resulted in the model shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Exp. in Sw. Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1**</td>
<td>Sr. Agile Product Manager</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Agile Coach</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Agile Coach</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Agile Delivery Specialist</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Scrum Master</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Scrum Master/Team Agilist</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Agile Coach</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9**</td>
<td>Portfolio Manager</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10**</td>
<td>Program Manager</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Scrum Master</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Senior Product Manager</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>Head Of Quality Assurance</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16**</td>
<td>Product Owner</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>Lead QA Engineer</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>Agile Coach</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>Scrum Master</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The study interviewees. * indicates interviewees who participated in the 1st focus group and ** in the 2nd member validation session.

Data collection
As the interviewees were widely distributed geographically, all interviews were conducted using Zoom, an audio–video conferencing tool. The interviews lasted 40–60 min on average and generated an average of 11 pages of text each when transcribed verbatim. The interviews were conducted by the first author in the period between March and August 2020. We used “Temi”, an online transcription tool, to transcribe the interviews. The first author checked and corrected all transcripts where necessary and sent the transcripts to the participants for review (see section Section 5.4 for further details).

Data analysis
We used thematic coding to analyze the data, following the guidelines by Cruzes and Dybå [36]. Our analysis approach was inductive. That is, our interpretation of the data was not based on existing theory but rather based on the meaning that emerged from the participants’ accounts. The iterative analysis began in the early stages of the data collection and continued throughout the study. The interview transcripts were coded by examining the data line-by-line through the lens of our research questions. Once the responses were coded, patterns were identified, suggesting a specific theme, a concept that organizes a group of repeating ideas related to the research question. After identifying and giving names to the basic meaning units, we grouped them into categories by similarity. We initiated the coding process and analysis as soon as interview transcripts became available so that we could monitor for saturation. We reached saturation [37] of some themes after twelve interviews (e.g., continuous improvement) and for other themes such as knowledge sharing and psychological safety at 20 interviews. For RQ1 & 2, the coding was initially performed by the first and third authors and for RQ3 by the first and second authors. We used peer debriefing sessions to critically review the codes and their categorization. During these sessions, the authors provided feedback on each other's coding decisions. This was done iteratively until a consensus was reached on a final list of codes and themes. We conducted an additional iteration of analysis (by the first and second authors) for this extended version of the paper to fine-tune the findings and identify relationships among categories. We decided to change the presentation and the configuration of the themes compared to the earlier version to improve integration. In this iteration, we used the qualitative data analysis tool NVivo (version 12) to identify relationships in statements that expressed claims between categories. We coded these claims as NVivo relationship nodes (i.e., nodes that express a relationship between two categories). We also used NVivo matrix queries, which helped visualize data segments in which informants talk about two categories at the same time. We examined these data segments for claims about causal relationships. When two categories had similar relationships to other categories, we aggregated these two categories to a higher-order category (e.g., feedback processes and knowledge sharing to continuous learning practices). These activities resulted in the model shown in Fig. 1.

“Business sector” was the industry sector of the employer and “No. Emp.” its number of employees. This information was sourced from the companies’ websites. The country is where the participant’s company is registered. We ended up with a sample where all participants used and had experiences with Scrum. This was not intended, but it shows the popularity of Scrum in the industry.
Member validation

We opted to use validation sessions for member checking, a technique for validating the emerging results. During these sessions, we presented our findings to the participants to check for accuracy and resonance with their experiences. While we invited all participants to this validation exercise, six participants accepted the invite. Due to their availability, we scheduled two separate sessions (see section ?? for further details).

4. Findings

4.1. Interpretation of Principle 9 (RQ1)

In response to RQ1, our participants emphasized that technical excellence in agile development results from a mindset, i.e., a collection of shared values and beliefs. For example, P3 stated: “Technical excellence has a behavioral aspect to it. It needs the right mindset and culture.” In a similar vein, P10 emphasized: “Technical excellence is first a mindset.” Our participants interpreted this mindset as consisting of three key elements: (1) continuous attention to sustainable code, (2) continuous attention to learning, and (3) continuous attention to the team. Table 3 shows these categories, their underlying codes, the number of occurrences of these codes in the data, and example quotes.

4.1.1. Continuous attention to sustainable code

Our informants expressed that their design and development practices for technical excellence are underpinned by a mindset that emphasizes continuous attention to sustainable code, i.e., software that is designed to be easily adaptable to future changes [38]. This mindset is constituted by four properties: (1) Long-term orientation, (2) commitment to clean code, (3) continuous attention to detail, and (4) craftsmanship.

Long-term orientation. Many of our participants were guided by a long-term orientation in their design and development work. For P1, the agile way of achieving high-quality software is “to build software that has high quality, so it can be changed in the future in a sustainable way”. In this perspective, an important goal is to design software such that developers can deliver modifications to the customer quickly with fewer bugs and at a lower cost of ownership, resulting in increased business agility. P20 elaborated on this idea: “Technical excellence and good design is designing your product in a way that you do not commit to a single fact you know, designing adaptable products”. For P6, designing with a long-term orientation means “thinking in Lego bricks” such that bricks can be easily exchanged and new bricks added, “and nothing breaks”. Such a future-proof code ‘enhances the agility of your customers’ business” (P6).

Commitment to clean code. Many informants mentioned that a long-term orientation led them to follow the principle of “clean code”, denoting code that can be easily understood and changed. P9 explained that “the key to writing good clean code is to know how to avoid complexity”. P19 asserted that complex code hinders scalability, stating: “Complexity is the foe of scalable, robust and reliable software. Technical excellence also means that developers need to ensure writing clean code and refrain from writing complex code”. According to our informants, clean code is code that can be understood even by readers that are unfamiliar with the code. Our participants expressed that a key strategy
for ensuring understandable code is simplicity, or as P20 put it: “Simple code allows maintaining, debugging, refactoring, and adding features with limited knowledge of how the entire system works” (P20). P4 emphasized that code that is easily understood is also easily changed, which ensures sustainable software: “Agile is about delivering efficient code, easy to change for future requirements. This is agility” (P4).

**Continuous attention to detail.** Our informants emphasized that sustainable code not only requires a long-term orientation and clean code as guiding principles when making important decisions, it also entails continuous attention to detail from the start to the end of a project. For P13, technical excellence is “just a software without any kinds of bugs and good design ... from the beginning what you start building the product to the end” (P13). P7 even said that “it should be a mindset thing just to leave code better than you find it”. P1 expressed that technical excellence means a mindset of building high-quality code from the start, even under tight deadlines: “And this means that even in a very short implementation cycle, you should pay attention to quality and to technical excellence, which means you should not allow to implement intermediate solutions in the hacky way in ... and hope that later you will have to have time to fix them” (P1). She prefers a rather modest scope for each sprint: “The features are implemented in quality. And then you implement simple features, but always in high-quality, with continuous attention to technical excellence” (P1).

**Craftsmanship.** Many informants expressed that a mindset of continuous attention to sustainability is rooted in their craftsmanship, i.e., the view that software development is skillful work and that software developers take pride in the outcomes of this skillful work [13]. For P4, sustainable software is achieved by craftsmanship” (P4). P3 described agile enables craftsmanship: “I have seen it [agile] fostering the craftsmanship element in the team. ... It takes away the process of treating the development resources as, for example, factory workers in the manufacturing sector have been evolving”. He further explained that craftsmanship is what leads developers to take care of quality: What craftsmanship is about is this feeling of pride of what you are doing, perceiving, and acknowledging that I am contributing something for some good and my work is appreciated ... when you have that mindset in your developer, he’s going to take care of quality himself. ...

**Continuous attention to sustainable code:** For our informants, technical excellence had its foundation in a mindset supported by technical procedures. The essence of this mindset is a feeling of pride about skillfully producing sustainable software. This mindset leads people to continuously focus on clean code that is easy to scale and adapt for future business needs.

**4.1.2. Continuous attention to learning**

While continuous attention to sustainable software involves a long-term orientation regarding the technical products of design and development work, our informants also emphasized a long-term orientation regarding the knowledge and skills that enable software development. We term this mindset continuous attention to learning. It is constituted by two properties that operate at different levels: (1) a growth mindset related to each developer’s individual skills and (2) a continuous improvement mindset related to a team’s practices.

**Growth mindset.** In a few statements, our participants highlighted the role of a growth mindset, i.e., the belief that people can develop their skills through dedication and hard work [39]. For example, P10
emphasized the importance of being open to new learning opportunities: “That's the first thing you need to look for. A mindset attitude. It's soft. So, they are personal traits, openness, flexibility”. According to our informants, a growth mindset entails a belief in their own and others’ abilities to learn from failures. For instance, P12 acknowledged that technical excellence “also requires some trust in yourself maybe and in others… and somehow a willingness to fail, because this approach is really trial and error”. P5 tells the story of a developer that lacked a growth mindset and left the team: “We had a team member who … was inflexible, close-minded and unwilling to learn… Eventually, he voluntarily left…” This example shows that if you can’t experiment, self-reflect as an individual and a team, and adapt, you do not have the required mindset. This… particular individual did not have a growth mindset”.

Continuous improvement mindset. Many statements indicated a mindset that appreciates learning not only at the level of a developer’s individual skills but also at the level of a team’s collective practices. For instance, for P4, “(a)llge is also about continuous learning and improvement. Each iteration is a learning opportunity. We learn, and then we take actions to improve” (P4). P16 referred to this mindset as a culture: “technical excellence evolves around the culture in which continuous improvement is key” (P16). P12 shared the impression that a continuous improvement mindset is lacking in many organizations despite the use of agile methods: “Scrum is based on continuous improvement. So, if we don’t learn from our approaches, we can’t improve… And unfortunately, this technical excellence, …in most companies, … is really … maybe a taboo topic, they are trying to do it in a way, but they are not really succeeding” (P12).

4.1.3. Continuous attention to the team

For our informants, a mindset for technical excellence implies attention not only to code and learning but also to the team. For P15, technical excellence refers to “culture in the sense that it is not a one-man army approach” (P15). As P4 highlights, a team mindset is critical for teamwork and learning: “So many times … I have seen … an expert developer that … doesn’t want to spread their knowledge, or they want to work with themselves. … They want just to have user stories and then tie up the code into the environment. It is more, to be technical excellence, we have to have a small community within the company … it’s about how you collaborate with other members of the team developers, designers, the business people, and how you share your knowledge and help others do the same” (P4). In a similar vein, P2 told the story of a developer that acted like “a lone wolf”, disregarded other developers’ feedback, thus contributed code that violated clean code principles, and caused ‘lots of problems because suddenly a number of things started breaking’. (P2)

Continuous attention to learning and to the team: Our participants highlighted that technical excellence involves more than developers’ commitment to sustainable code. Technical excellence also originates from a mindset that values teamwork and continuous learning at individual- and team level.

4.2. Practices for fostering technical excellence

Recall that, for RQ2, we asked how agile teams foster technical excellence. In response to this question, our participants reported that technical excellence is nurtured by particular practices, i.e., by patterns of recurrent actions in software teams. These practices were design and development practices (engineering practices, control of excellence, continuous architecting) and by continuous learning practices (feedback processes and knowledge sharing), which help improve the design and development practices. By particular practices, i.e., by patterns of recurrent actions in software teams. These practices were

4.2.1. Design and development practices

Even though technical excellence means more to our informants than attention to technical decisions, concerns, and practices, they emphasized that technical excellence is not possible without effective design and development practices, including engineering practices, control of excellence-practices, and continuous architecting.

Engineering practices. For many of our participants, key ingredients for ensuring technical excellence are engineering practices that help teams develop high-quality and sustainable code. The practices mentioned by our informants include automated testing, automatic code analysis, code review, documentation, peer programming, test-driven development, and unit testing. For instance, P3 said: “I would immediately relate technical excellence in the ways you build up the software, the tools, and the practices that are used to deliver the technical aspect of the product, the actual software code and the design” (P3). P11 highlighted that automation plays a key role in engineering practices that produce sustainable code: “So, engineering excellence, whatever you do in terms of engineering… So, for example, if I’m taking my shipment in a build, it’s going to take three weeks, for example, and with X number of features, try to optimize it, try to automate stuff rather than going manual... Optimizing, automating, focus on quality”.

Control of excellence. Our participants mentioned several techniques for controlling the goals of technical excellence and enforcing those engineering practices that contribute to technical excellence. Practices for control of excellence include a Definition of Done [40] (i.e., a set of criteria to determine if a deliverable is complete), enforcing compliance with coding results, enforcing prescribed processes, and measurement. For example, P11 explained: “Technical excellence is also controlled by the “Definition of Done”, which is a set of quality checks to make sure code and other artifacts meet our requirements for quality”. P4 explained that control of excellence does not supersede the people factors: “We control technical excellence via the Definition of Done, but as I mentioned before, we need to invest in people. We need to coach them to be technically excellent” (P11).

Continuous architecting. Our interviewees emphasized that building sustainable software required taking regular breaks from developing new functionality and turning attention to the software's architecture. We refer to these practices as continuous architecting practices because they describe an engagement with architecture throughout the project [41]. Notwithstanding the often stated emergent nature of architecture in agile software development [4], many participants highlighted the need for deliberate planning at a project’s outset. For example, P19 said that “you need to have a stable ground to build” (P19). In line with the quest for sustainable software, P4 recommended that initial architecting should involve looking into the future: “First envision the… full product. Like... if we go down the line two years from now, how would the product look like and translate this also in the technical part. Just leave some room for... some feature that may be implemented six months from now, one year from now”. While initial architecting is important for assuring sustainable software, this initial architecture needs to be revisited throughout the project, according to our informants. As P16 explained: “Once you've got a solution to high-level design and you start your development... every interval you should always... revisit the solution that you have initially designed” (P16). P9 pointed to the limits of initial architecting and said refactoring is often needed when reconsidering the architecture: “I haven't come to the project where everything can be anticipated in the initial design so that there is no need to refactor” (P9). Given that architecting does not produce new functionality, our participants emphasized that it was important to give the teams time for continuous architecting, for instance, by defining technical backlog items, which, as P7 put it, help ensure that “resources… are not fully committed to functionality… They take maybe eighty percent of capacity… they have some time just to solve the technical things. So, they have a technical backlog” (P7).
Design and Development Practices: Engineering practices (e.g., automated testing, coding standards) are a cornerstone of technical excellence according to our participants. Control-of-excellence practices such as Definition of Done help enforce the disciplined use of these practices. Sustainable software also requires continuous architecting, implying that engineers envision the future of the software to define an initial architecture and have the capacity throughout the project to revisit the architecture and refactor the code as necessary.

### 4.2.2. Continuous learning practices

All our participants expressed that technical excellence is achieved not only through design and development practices but also through continuous learning practices, i.e., through recurrent activities that continuously enhance the team members’ individual knowledge and the team’s collective knowledge that materializes in the design and development practices. In our analysis, we identified two broad types of continuous learning practices: feedback processes and knowledge sharing.

**Feedback processes.** Feedback processes are recurrent activities through which teams obtain, share, and reflect upon information about the outcomes of their actions [42]. Among the most frequently mentioned feedback processes were improvement routines and continuous development. Improvement routines, such as retrospectives in Scrum, are ceremonies in which a team looks back at their recent activities and identifies actions for improving these activities in the future [32]. Many informants shared that such routines helped improve their design and development practices. For example, P15 told how he used internal meetings to improve engineering practices, specifically the use of automated testing: “this was for one client where everything was being done manually... We discuss... that you are doing the same things again and again because if they have frequent deliverables, you are... executing the same [tests]... again and again... the team was not knowing the automation techniques... So, we started with... internal meetings where we used to... go and learn and implement a little bit. So, by the end of five, six sprints, we were able to automate a few of the pages” (P15).

The second frequently mentioned feedback process was continuous development, i.e., integrating, deploying, and testing code at a high frequency, such as several times a day [43]. P1 experienced that progressing towards continuous development helps teams to recognize potential for improvement: “[You should strive for... a very fast release cycle... Let’s say you start with a two-week release cycle... then... release after each week... then later go to daily deployments and then later deploy whenever a feature is ready. And by doing this, you will uncover the problems that a team has with technical excellence. Maybe they don’t have a good test coverage, maybe they have some components which have a lot of interdependencies and cause a lot of side effects... [S]hortening the release cycle... will uncover problems with missing technical excellence early and the team can work on it” (P1).

**Knowledge sharing.** Our data abounded with statements that emphasize the key role of knowledge sharing to ensure that developers acquire and improve skills required for technical excellence. Knowledge sharing occurred and was promoted through many different mechanisms, such as engineers asking other team members for help, common code reviews (i.e., sessions in which the entire team examines and reflects upon a given code segment), engineers helping each other, and mentoring and coaching, and self-development (see Table 4 for more sub-codes). For example, P6 narrated how brown bag sessions (a type of knowledge sharing sessions) enabled developers to use start-of-the-art engineering practices: “For example, we have these brown bag sessions when some people... give these workshops about how can you use that library for achieving that or how in this organization we use that library or how... these organizations use Jenkins to achieve that. It’s important... to keep the people continue learning, the people always improve their technical knowledge so we can start using all the tools that we already have on our hands and use it well” (P6). P15 explained how mentoring helps ensure that skill gaps, and the resulting shortcomings in the code, are closed by “making the more experienced person as a buddy of the person who is having less expertise. So, with the buddy, you can ask the person to mentor daily work deliverables. If there are any shortcomings, the reviews can be submitted by the buddy to be less expertise person” (P15). Many interviewees also emphasized the key role of self-development (e.g., consuming e-learning material where others share their knowledge digitally).

<p>| Table 4 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice for technical excellence (RQ2) - Categories, codes, number of occurrences in the data (N) &amp; example quote.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Code</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-code examples</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Example quote</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and development practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous architecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous learning practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continuous learning practices: Teams that strive for technical excellence rely not only on specific design and development practices; they also leverage continuous learning practices. These teams make disciplined use of improvement routines (e.g., retrospectives) and of continuous development (e.g., continuous integration and delivery), and they create and maintain many different avenues for knowledge sharing.

The interplay between mindset and practices

As illustrated in Fig. 1, mindset (which focus on what people believe and value) and practices (which focus on what people do) influence each other according to our participants. A mindset of continuous attention to sustainable code influences design and development practices. For instance, P7 shared how values such as sustainable code influence design and development activities: “We started from values ... It’s when you give such basis, they start to care about the product, and they start that from simple things. They started from unit tests. They started from integration tests. They jump to automation tests later on to some kind of deployment improvements and so on. So, it’s just, I would say, start from values” (P7). Design and development efforts, in turn, can foster a mindset of paying continuous attention to sustainable software. For example, P20 narrated how conversations during continuous architecting strengthen a mindset of paying continuous attention to sustainable software: “[W]hen one developer comes with a solution like, I want to implement this, I always challenge them, like, why? What’s the alternative? What’s the plus and what’s the minus? ... ? Just how would this scale ... ? That way I’m challenging them to think ahead ... So, people are always ready and trying to find the best solution and find architecture and software, which is flexible and scalable” (P20).

Our interviewees also shared how a mindset of continuous attention to learning and of continuous attention influences continuous learning practices, which can, in turn, strengthen a mindset of paying continuous attention to learning and to the team. As P5 put it: “The mindset is at the core of everything we do and practices impact belief and vice-versa. Agile advocates experimenting, observe the outcome and then we build a learning mindset that emphasizes continuous attention to sustainable code, to their failures, shortcomings, and imperfections, whether in technical products, testing, and learning, and teamwork. Moreover, leadership, customer buy-in, and psychological safety provide leeway for software development teams to invest time in continuous architecting and learning, both of which are important for technical excellence.

4.3. Enablers of technical excellence

While RQ2 deals with how agile software development teams develop and nurture technical excellence through their practices, RQ3 focuses on enabling conditions for technical excellence. In this context, enabling conditions refer to properties of a software development team’s organizational context that are conducive to technical excellence. Our analysis indicates three important enabling conditions: leadership support, customer buy-in, and psychological safety. Table 5 shows the number of occurrences and example quotes. Our data suggest that these conditions contribute to technical excellence in two major ways (see also Fig. 1). First, leadership support can promote a mindset for technical excellence. Second, all three enabling conditions provide leeway for continuous architecting and continuous learning practices.

Leadership support: From the perspective of our participants, leadership support plays two important roles. First, leaders can be role models that demonstrate a mindset for technical excellence, making it more likely that employees endorse the mindset. For example, P12 emphasized that leaders with a growth mindset can inspire employees to adopt a growth mindset: “[E]verything starts from the team lead and the management upards. If these people don’t have the learning mentality or they are focused only on delivering the project, ... [then] they lack ... the people skills to teach the people that it’s important to learn and to improve themselves... people look up to management ... So, the team leader is seen as the high power and as the role model in the team” (P12). Second, leadership support is important because it provides leeway for the development team to engage in feedback processes and in architecting. For example, P10 shared how feedback processes depend on the tone set by the leader: “[A]lthough some people might realize that the leader is not totally okay with their opinions, with his designs, they don’t speak up. But when you have that leader that is flexible, open-minded, and horizontal ..., then their team members tend to speak up their actual thoughts” (P10).

Customer’s buy-in: As with leadership support, our informants stressed that customer buy-in is important because it provides leeway for the development team to invest in technical excellence. P20, for example, explained the importance of educating the customer about the value of technical excellence, stating that “there’s always that convincing part, you know, you need to convince the customer to wait a bit more because we’re applying some technical excellence issues here that will be of value in the future”. P16 stressed the need for the development team and customer to be “on the same page”: “So basically, when all the team members are on board and on the same page, when you get a customer’s buy-in as well, ... you started ... solutioning things, which is suited for that particular project or that particular solution, which actually helps ... the customers to solve certain problems in their line of business. So, it helps you to grow. It helps you to design effective solutions” (P16).

Psychological safety: Psychological safety is the freedom to speak one’s mind, confident that there will not be negative consequences for making mistakes or taking initiatives [44]. Our participants expressed the belief that promoting a sense of psychological safety makes people comfortable about showing initiative (e.g., architecting initiatives), investing in self-development, and striving to excel. P19 explained that he and his team operate in a work environment where they “discuss [their] failures, shortcomings, and imperfections, whether in technical process or individual behavior”. P17 highlighted the importance of a work environment where people do not fear consequences from bringing up new ideas: “How do you nurture technical excellence in Agile or Scrum? I would say the first thing is ... respect each other’s values. If someone comes with some new idea to you, do not suppress that. You should always encourage everyone else’s new ideas” (P17). Similarly, P1 drew a direct link between psychological safety and continuous learning: “So, if you give the team the safety to know they have the time to do these kinds of quality improvements to enhance their technical quality, their technical excellence, the technical excellence will get better over time”.

Enabling conditions: Leaders that act as role models are critical for promoting a mindset that endorses sustainable code, learning, and teamwork. Moreover, leadership, customer buy-in, and psychological safety provide leeway for software development teams to invest time in continuous architecting and learning, both of which are important for technical excellence.

5. Discussion

5.1. Mindset for technical excellence

As illustrated by Fig. 1, a key finding of our study is that efforts for technical excellence in agile software development are rooted in a mindset that emphasizes continuous attention to sustainable code, to learning, and to the team. This finding highlights that, for agile practitioners, technical excellence is about more than architectural concerns. While a long-term orientation towards code and its architecture is an important part of it (i.e., continuous attention to sustainable code), another important part of it lies in a long-term commitment to fostering knowledge and skills and in commitment to the team as the social...
unit in which much of the learning takes place that enables technical excellence.

These findings connect to but also extend software architecture research in several ways. The long-term orientation that lies at the heart of a mindset of continuous attention to sustainable code parallels the long-term orientation in software architecture, which is concerned with those “design decisions that have a long-lasting impact” [45] on software. Moreover, much as software architecture focuses on the non-functional qualities of software [46], our informants’ interpretation of technical excellence focused on those technical properties of code that made code sustainable, as opposed to properties related to functional requirements. Indeed, the notion of sustainable code is closely related to the non-functional quality criterion of maintainability in software architecture research [46] and quality standards [47], although the agile practitioners in our sample were concerned with the ease of changing the code not only during maintenance but from the outset of the project. As many informants attested, this focus on sustainable code, as opposed to other non-functional quality criteria such as security or performance, is due to the key role of the ability to change code in agile software development [3,4]. Hence, perhaps not surprisingly, technical excellence means for agile practitioners a concern with those non-functional aspects of software that enable timely and efficient adaptation to changing business needs. As such, one contribution of our study lies in uncovering what agile practitioners mean from a technical point of view when they use the term technical excellence.

While software architecture research helps put our findings around a sustainable-code mindset into context, there is an important difference between our findings and the processes that are typically advocated by software architecture research. A substantial part of software architecture research, including the more recent research on architecture in agile software development [48,49], focuses on formal processes through which dedicated architects ensure the developers’ attention is drawn to architectural issues [15]. Notwithstanding the value of such processes and of the inclusion of dedicated architects in many settings, our category of a mindset of continuous attention to sustainable code shows that a substantial part of the architecting work in agile software development teams has its origins not in formal processes led by dedicated architects but in the developers’ commitment to developing architecturally sound software and getting better in it. This empowered role of developers is in line with agile software development principles, among which are empowerment and self-organizing teams [6], and with the notion of craftsmanship, which emphasizes a genuine interest in and pride in skillful work among software developers [5,13]. Importantly, these findings do not imply that formal processes and dedicated architects are irrelevant in agile software development. Indeed, some of our informants shared that they sometimes include dedicated architects in agile teams, especially when complex architectural issues needed to be resolved. However, our findings show that a strategy of creating a commitment to sustainable software can be complementary to traditional software architecture approaches relying on dedicated architects and formal processes. Such a complementary approach of empowering developers to continuously take care of architecture could also help alleviate some chronic challenges of software architecture, including lack of authority, the ivory tower syndrome, and procrastination [50].

While our findings show that a mindset of continuous attention to sustainable code is an important pillar for technical excellence in agile teams, they also point to important roles of mindsets for continuous attention to learning and to the team. These mindsets foster the continuous learning activities that help improve design and development practices to ensure technical excellence. Although much work has looked at continuous learning activities in traditional [16,31,51] and recently also in agile process improvement initiatives [52,53], this work has rarely examined the role of mindsets, despite a call for research to capture the emergent, bottom-up facets of process improvement [54]. An important contribution of our research is thus to highlight the roles that a growth mindset, a continuous improvement mindset, and a team mindset play in fostering the continuous learning processes that contribute to technical excellence in agile software development.

5.2. Practices for technical excellence

Our findings on RQ2 suggest that design and development practices (including engineering practices, control of excellence, and continuous architecting) and continuous learning practices (feedback processes and knowledge sharing) are cornerstones of technical excellence. The importance of each of these practices is strongly established in software engineering research, though rarely in relation to the specific notion of technical excellence. Engineering practices and control of excellence practices are widely discussed in agile methods texts (e.g., [4]), in empirical software engineering research (e.g., [8,20,40,55]), and in movements such as DevOps [56]. The practices subsumed under continuous architecting (see the sub-codes in Table 4 are well documented in software architecture research [4,27,41,48,57,58]. The key role of feedback processes is well established both in continuous software development [4,23,42,59] and in process improvement [32,52]. The importance of knowledge sharing is also widely appreciated (e.g., [60]). Against this backdrop, our contribution is twofold. First, we establish a link between from these practices to technical excellence. Second, we document the links between these practices. Indeed, while software architecture research has focused on design and development practices and process improvement research has focused on continuous learning practices, neither of these two literature streams has paid strong attention to the interplay of these two types of practices, even though their interplay is critical for technical excellence according to our informants.

5.3. Enabling conditions

Our findings on RQ3 show that leadership support, customer buy-in, and psychological safety are important enabling conditions for technical excellence. While leadership support helps promote a mindset for technical excellence, all three enabling conditions provide leeway for activities beyond engineering practices and their control, namely continuous architecting and continuous learning processes. The role of leadership support in promoting mindsets or norms is widely researched [61]. The finding that leadership support, customer buy-in, and psychological safety provide leeway for continuous architecting and continuous learnings connects to findings both from software development.
architecture and process improvement research. Software architecture research, especially its agile stream, has emphasized the difficulties of prioritizing architecture work in agile settings where customers are often most interested in functionality [29,30], even though architecting efforts pay in the long run due to more sustainable software. Similarly, process improvement research has pointed to the problem that managers often prioritize short-term throughput over process improvement efforts, which pay only in the long term [62]. In line with this work, we find that providing leeway for architecting and improvement activities is important because it allows developers to devote sufficient to activities that are beneficial in the long run. Notwithstanding these commonalities to prior work, our study makes two contributions. First, our findings show that creating a mindset that appreciates sustainable code and learning can help solve the problem that short-term benefits (i.e., immediately available functionality) is often prioritized over work that yields long-term benefits (i.e., more sustainable software, greater knowledge). By creating mindsets that appreciate these long-term benefits, individuals and teams enact a more long-term orientation in their daily practice where they value architecting and learning as key activities for achieving technical excellence. Another contribution of our work concerns the influence of psychological safety on technical excellence. Even though software engineering research has shown that process improvement revolves strongly around team learning [32], and even though psychological safety is a key concept for team learning [44], psychological safety has received relatively little attention in software engineering research, particularly in relation to technical excellence. Even though software engineering research has shown that process improvement revolves strongly around team learning [32], and even though psychological safety is a key concept for team learning [44], psychological safety has received relatively little attention in software engineering research, particularly in relation to technical excellence. Our study shows that psychological safety plays a crucial role in achieving technical excellence because it promotes those activities (i.e., continuous architecting and learning) whose benefits will accrue only in the long-term and will, hence, be subject to uncertainty [62]. As our data shows, psychological safety helps make developers comfortable about engaging in such activities even if these activities mean delaying functionality that customers are pushing for at the expense of uncertain future benefits.

Our work does not only complement existing research but also brings a new breeze to this area of research. Some of our conclusions suggest that more work should be steered towards investigating non-engineering enablers, such as leadership support, psychological safety, and continuous attention to the team, and how they influence a software development team’s ability to attain excellence. By shying away from these socially tuned enablers, we may be failing to acknowledge their power and subsequently impact the software engineering practice with non-technical recommendations.

5.4. Limitations and validity

The following methodological issues may impact the conclusions we draw from the data:

Scrum-focused data: All our participants practice Scrum, which was not intended, but illustrates the popularity of this agile implementation in the industry. Given this constraint in our sample, our findings may not be transferable to non-Scrum implementations. However, we believe this is a minor limitation. It is safe to claim that agile methods (e.g., Scrum and Crystal) share similar value system.

No observation data: The research questions two and three were investigated using practitioners experiences, as captured in the interviews, and not direct observations of agile software development teams. Direct observations may yield additional findings. What people actually do in practice may further advance our understanding of the investigated phenomenon.

Interviewee Transcription Review: This happened when the interviews transcripts became available [63]. We asked our participants to review the transcripts of their interviews. Eighteen respondents indicated that their transcripts were accurate, reflecting their responses; two did not respond.

Member validation. We opted for member validation of our findings. Member validation involves sharing research findings with the participants at the end of the study, and it is intended as a verification procedure to enhance the study’s credibility [64]. We invited all our interviewees to participate in member validation sessions. However, only six participated in this exercise out of the twenty invited. We arranged two member validation sessions, one with four and the other with two participants. We ended up with this configuration due to the participants availability. Participants were presented with our interpretations of the data and invited to comment on the findings. The participants of these member validation sessions were given the opportunity to either confirm or deny that the summaries of findings reflect their views, feelings and experiences. The member validation sessions for this study were constructive and very supportive of the findings. We made minor revisions according to the feedback we received in the two sessions, but there were no major changes to the findings. We made the two member validation sessions transcripts available here.²

Saturation. A common standard for conducting qualitative research [37] is saturation, which involves adding more participants to the sample until reaching a point where no new additional codes, themes, or information emerges. We reached saturation when new data analysis became redundant with themes already identified. We initiated the analysis of the data early in the process in parallel with data collection and continuously monitored for saturation of our codes and themes. We did not see the need for further interviews after 12 participants for RQ1 & RQ2, as every code was sufficiently explained in depth by the data, and there was enough data to answer the research question. Saunders et al. explain that saturation is reached when “additional data do not lead to any new emergent themes” [37]. For RQ3, this requirement was met at the 20th interview. We adopted only codes we deemed saturated by the data of the available 20 interviews.

Verifiability. To allow the verifiability of our data, we made it available here; to preserve the anonymity of our participants, we anonymized the interview transcripts.

6. Implications

6.1. Implication on practice

In this section, based on the experience of practitioners in our sample and the discussion presented in Section 5, we propose potential recommendations for the implementation of agile software development methods. Table 6 documents the implications we draw from the data. The level is the owner of the implication of a particular recommendation, i.e., the party responsible for implementing the corresponding actions. The recommendations are proposed measures to be implemented to enable a software development environment where technical excellence is attainable. These recommendations are anchored in our data. Hence, the last column establishes the links to the sources of the recommendations in the practitioners’ accounts.

Organization

The ownership of having a shared goal for technical excellence, creating a psychologically safe working environment, and supporting the development team in its quest for technical excellence rests at the organizational level. Framing the goals for technical excellence does not only bring transparency to the conversations but also creates accountability. Once the goals are shared, a contract is established between the organization and the team, which makes the team accountable. For instance, if one of the goals is to reduce the number of defects per Sprint release as a target, it goes without saying that the customer will check the attainment of this expectation in the next Sprint. This aspect
of accountability helps to ensure that the team adheres to the goals. So, the moment the goals become known, the accountability is likely to be much higher.

Besides other factors, technical excellence is also the product of a psychologically safe work environment. Organizations should empower their software development teams to take initiatives, experiment, learn, sometimes even fail, then adapt. Technical excellence is, to some extent, based on the knowledge that comes from lived experiences. What works for team A may not necessarily work for team B. Empiricism occurs by experimentation, adaptation and consequently growth. Simple behaviors such as avoiding blame, building trust, and discouraging negativity can promote psychological safety.

Support from the leadership and the customer are essential and valuable enablers for technical excellence. Not only does it foster positive relationships between the development team and the leadership and the customer, but it also ultimately empowers team members to develop their skills and enables them to work autonomously to meet the goals set for technical excellence. For example, our participants explained that when the customer is “on the same page”, the team feels “safe” to invest in technical excellence.

Knowledge and growth do not advance without ongoing training. Software engineering is an evolving practice. Therefore, investing in upskilling the development team will bring new knowledge to the team and equip its members with up-to-date engineering practices.

**Team**

Despite being rooted in some individual qualities, i.e., motivation, curiosity, and self-development, at the end of the day, technical excellence is a collective endeavor. The collective behavior of the team insinuates intense collaboration that will facilitate knowledge sharing. The pursuit of technical excellence is not a “one-man army” either. Software development is a highly collaborative activity, and the output is a team effort. Team members should support each other which implies collective efforts for solving complex obstacles.

The customer does not always understand software code, architecture and design concepts like scalability. They are motivated by the business value of the product. For a better understanding of each other’s values and goals, software teams should establish a dialogue with their customers. This dialogue should be educational, aiming at creating an agreement on what constitutes a business value.

**Individual**

Individuals fuel the pursuit of technical excellence. This fuel is sourced from the individual’s motivation, intellectual curiosity, and the desire for self-development. Although our data show that developing these qualities rest on the individual, e.g., “starts from the individual” (P12), it also indicates that other influencers such as peer pressure, e.g., “absorb the energy somehow from the others” (P12) lead to a change of behavior. Team members are motivated to adhere to the group values. As adhering to the group norms and values enhances the social connection of the individual with the group and increases the likelihood of acceptance and the feeling of belonging [65].

### 6.2. Implication on research

As shown in the related work discussion (Section 2, technical excellence in software engineering is a forgotten topic. Engineering excellence is an integral part of the craft of engineering. The quest of being excellent at software engineering is not only rewarding for the outcome, i.e., the product or the software, it is also a pursuit for the team technical growth, i.e., betterment of their practices and knowledge. This area of research should receive more merit and attention. Our study opens up at least five areas for future research to complement and extend our work.

**The prevalence of our findings.** Qualitative studies seek to reveal in-depth and rich conclusions with a small sample [66]. Our conclusions are based on agile practitioners’ experiences and constrained by the inherent limitations of qualitative research, e.g., a small sample and not aiming for statistical generalization. We still do not know the prevalence of these findings industry-wide. Future work could investigate the prevalence of our participants’ interpretations of Principle 9, the adoption of practices found in response to RQ2, and the salience of enabling conditions presented under RQ3 in the industry.

**Successful and failed cases.** Case studies increase our knowledge of a particular phenomenon in depth [67,68]. While a quantitative study may broaden our knowledge of the prevalence of the interpretation, the practices and the enablers we discussed in this paper, it will be short of providing insights into the struggles and difficulties of software teams and their organizations in their pursuit of building an environment where technical excellence is feasible. Future work could investigate successful and failed cases in order to draw lessons on what
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**Table 6** Recommendations on the Implementation of Technical Excellence in Agile Software Development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQs</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Implement apprenticeship program to promote craftsmanship</td>
<td>P3 &amp; P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team</td>
<td>Implement a knowledge base for learning the principles of clean code</td>
<td>P1, P4, P9 &amp; P20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Remain curious about innovative and contemporary practices</td>
<td>P5, P12 &amp; P10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Encourage the team to experiment, learn and innovate</td>
<td>P1, P13 &amp; P15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team</td>
<td>Develop explicit, robust, and sustainable criteria for DoD</td>
<td>P4 &amp; P6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Encourage the team to experiment, learn and innovate</td>
<td>P1, P13 &amp; P15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Create and promote a psychologically safe environment</td>
<td>P4-5, P7, P10, P13-14, P17 &amp; P19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team</td>
<td>Collaborate and exercise egocentrism</td>
<td>P8-9, P13, P15, P18 &amp; P20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Remain intellectually curious</td>
<td>P3, P12, P15 &amp; P17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[65] Social connection of the individual with the group and increases the likelihood of acceptance and the feeling of belonging.

[66] Qualitative studies seek to reveal in-depth and rich conclusions with a small sample.
works and what does not. By studying positive and negative cases, our understanding of a particular phenomenon would be further enhanced, and the validity of the conclusions would be strengthened [69].

Mindset and formal architecture processes. While software architecture research focuses on formal processes led by dedicated architects [15, 48,49], our study shows a complementary way of developing architecturally sound software, namely by promoting a mindset and the skills that lead developers to focus on sustainable code. Future research could examine how and when these two strategies can be fruitfully combined. A valuable point of departure to this end could be existing work on agile architecture and the forces affecting the choice of different architectural processes [58]. Moreover, future research could develop and empirically examine different strategies for promoting a mindset of continuous attention to sustainable code.

Mindset in process improvement and learning. Despite the abundant research on software process improvement [16,32,51,52] and on learning [42,70] in software development, these research streams rarely account for the role of mindsets as enablers of learning processes. Our study shows that a growth mindset, a continuous improvement mindset, and a team mindset can play important roles for achieving technical excellence. Future research could examine strategies for promoting these mindsets and the effects of these mindsets on process improvement and learning in software development teams.

Strategies for leeway. A key theme of our study was the importance of giving developers leeway for caring about architecture and learning. Although our study points to some strategies to provide leeway, future research could design or explore such strategies more comprehensively. For example, some companies allow employees to use some part of their work time for own initiatives. Future research could explore how this and another strategies for leeway affect architecting and learning in software development.

Intriguingly, other potential research questions present themselves. For example, how knowledge accumulated in the pursuit of technical excellence is maintained in software teams? How project constraints (e.g., budget, schedule, etc.) influence the willingly agreed excellence standards in software teams? How a technical excellence community of practice can be implemented to promote and sustain excellence in software development for organizations? Etc. Our research community has many opportunities to influence this area of research.

7. Conclusion

The journey towards technical excellence in agile software development started with the proposition of Principle 9 in the agile manifesto. Although abstract, the principle was sufficient for practitioners to embrace it, figure out an interpretation, then leverage other agile values to ensure continuity and the development of its implementation. Our findings show that practitioners turned the proposition of Principle 9 into a motivation and an interest to deliver technically superior software. The commitment, which grows when the social setting facilitates conditions to nurture it, is at the heart of this journey.
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